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Introduction

Welcome to our AntiiPhishing instructoriled training course. 

Course
Agenda

 Phishing overview and types of ataccs

 Identiication of phishing emails

 Consequences to falling prey to phishing

 Human Behavior and Cyber Security
Objectives After completing this course, you will:

 Understand the types of phishing ataccs and how to identify them.

 Understand how personal worc habits contribute to secure behaviors.

 Understand the consequences of falling victim to phishing ataccs.
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Phishing

Overview Phishing is a form of fraud where cybercriminals atempt to collect information from a 

user by posing as a legitimate source (e.g., inancial institutionn to steal personal 

information, money, inancial data, trade secrets, or gain access to computer systems, 

among other activities.

In phishing ataccs, cybercriminals utilize manipulation and deception to tricc users into 

providing the requested information (i.e., social engineeringn. Such tactics mace it difcult 

for users to accurately identify fraudulent emails. In fact, only 3% of the more than 19,000

people from around the world that tooc Intel Security’s 2015 Phishing Quiz identiied 

every phishing email correctly; and 80% of quiz tacers incorrectly identiied at least one 

phishing email.

Given that it only taces one email to fall victim to a cybercriminal’s atacc, it is important 

for you to understand:

 the potential impacts on victims;

 the tactics used in phishing scams; and

 Behavioral modiications that users can implement to protect themselves and 

their families, friends, schools and employers.
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How Phishing
Impacts YOU

Cybercriminals may use phishing techniques to steal credentials (e.g., usernames, passi 

wordsn and other personal information to gain access to personal or worc accounts to 

steal money, inancial or health data, trade secrets, or other sensitive information, or to 

carry out other crimes, such as identity theft, corporate espionage, or extortion, among 

other acts.

The information obtained through phishing can also lead to further victimization. For 

example, if a user’s personal information (e.g., name, address, telephone number, email 

accountn is posted online; other criminals may use this information to commit other 

crimes against the victim (e.g., stalcing, harassment, burglaryn.

Victims may even be at risc of becoming suspects in crimes commited by a criminal using 

their identity or credentials. For example, the cybercriminal may use the victim’s 

credentials to steal money from their employer through an illegal wire transfer. 

Both the personal and professional lives of the victims of cybercrimes can be impacted in 

a wide range of ways, such as:

 lost time

 trauma

 inancial loss

 social consequences

 business consequences

 lost productivity
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Lost Time
Recovering from a phishing atacc can be confusing, time consuming, and generally 

inconvenient for victims. Depending on the type of damage caused by a phishing atacc, 

victims can spend anywhere from a few hours to many months or years resolving the 

associated problems.

Trauma
Phishing ataccs can cause signiicant emotional distress (e.g., denial, loss of trust, 

frustration, fear, anger, powerlessness, helplessness, embarrassment, depression, sleep 

disturbancesn. Some theorize that cybercrime victimization, such as identity theft, can be 

more harmful to victims than crimes lice property theft because one can replace property,

but it is not possible to acquire a new identity. 

Further, phishing victims can experience stigmatization by others who blame the victim 

for falling for the atacc.

Financial Loss
Victims can incur both direct (i.e., value of goods, services, or cash obtainedn and indirect 

(e.g., legal fees, bounced checcs, postagen inancial loss resulting from phishing ataccs. 

For example, in 2014, victims of identity theft reported an average combined direct and 

indirect loss of $1,343. 

In addition, the employers of phishing victims can experience inancial losses related to 

decreased productivity (see belown, business disruption, isolating malware and credential 

compromises, and the cost of data breaches. Researchers estimate that the total annual 

cost of phishing for the average company is $3.77 million.

Social Consequences
Victimization can cause strain on personal and family relationships and reputational 

damage. For example, if cybercriminals gain access to a victim’s email, they can uncover 

information about personal relationships or embarrassing photos or videos that may be 

leaced to the public. Family or friends could also become the targets of cybercriminals.

Business Consequences
Both intellectual property and customer data can be at risc when a phishing atacc occurs.

In addition to inancial loss, a phishing atacc can damage the reputation and credibility of 

a business. Consumers may lose trust in the business, which can lead the company to lose 

its customer base. 

Moreover, cyberiespionage typically begins with phishing when employees interact with 

malicious atachments or follow lincs to malicious websites. This initial atacc allows 

cybercriminals to gain baccdoor access and install malware on computers/devices to 

further penetrate a system networc.

It can tace months to years to detect a networc compromise and it only taces minutes to 

steal information of a networc, cybercriminals can have long periods of undetected 

access to trade secrets that can hinder business growth.
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Lost Productivity
The time it taces to recover from a phishing atacc and the trauma inficted can result in 

decreased employee productivity. It is estimated that noniIT employees spend an average

of 4.16 hours per year dealing with phishing ataccs. 

The related cost of productivity losses is estimated to be $1.8 million—accounting for 48%

of the total organizational costs. 

Further, productivity can also be lost in preventing phishing ataccs, as employees spend 

time determining if an email is fraudulent.

Types of
Phishing Click only

This technique employs a simple hyperlinc directing the user’s Internet

browser to a malicious website that may exploit a bug in the browser or in

Java to run code on the user’s system and compromise the entire OS.

Data entry
This phishing atacc taces the malicious hyperlinc a step further by directing 

the user to a site that is collecting information. The email will contain 

language and some information to set a frame of mind in the user so that 

they willingly provide personal information or login credentials to the 

malicious site. For example, a bogus email from a bancing institution ascing the target to 

update their account information after logging into the system.

Attachment
This atacc method employs malicious atachments such as Word 

documents, ofce documents, PDFs or other iles to compromise a target’s 

system. Often these will be iles made to looc lice invoices or other business 

related documents that the email is ascing you to review in resolving some cind of issue. 

The simple act of opening these documents is all it taces to compromise a system and an 

entire networc.

Double barrel
This begins with sending one benign email (the luren that is innocuous and

does not require any response from the victim.  It could be a simple

introduction such as: 

`Hi, we met at CES last week and had a great conversatonn  I have a white paper 

I’d like to share with you based on what we talked about and will send it over 

shortly.’ 

A litle later on, the aforementioned white paper appears and the victim is now prepared 

to receive it. 

Note that the delivery order can also be reversed.  The goal is to send the lure before the 

malicious email in order to give the victm a sense of confdence in the whole 
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experience.  Social engineering is at the heart of every phishing atacc.
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Why is
Phishing So
Successful?

Phishing ataccs often rely on a combination of tactics that are cnown to infuence human 
decisionimacing, such as:

Authority
Research has found that people tend to comply with requests from authority igures. 

Phishing frauds claim to be from a trusted source by using a corporate logo or name as 

the sender to atempt to create legitimacy and credibility.

Time Pressure
Phishing frauds may request a rapid response to pressure users to act quiccly, and 

decrease the time users have to uncover the fraud.

Tone
Phishing frauds often use a formal tone with a combination of persuasive and polite 

statements to infuence user decision macing. Examples include polite salutations and 

closures (e.g., Dear, Thanc you, Kind regardsn; trigger words (e.g., alert, warning, 

atentionn; and persuasion (e.g., upon veriication, restrictions will be removedn.

Salient Pieces of Information
Phishing frauds may include a personalized message or salient pieces of information (e.g., 

primary account contactn to persuade a user that the email is legitimate. In targeted 

phishing ataccs (i.e., speariphishingn, cybercriminals build a target proile based on public

information (e.g., employer websites, social median to craft more authentic appearing 

messages. By acquiring cey insider cnowledge (e.g., job functions, worc relationshipsn, 

cybercriminals can increase the licelihood of a successful atacc.

Fear
Phishing frauds may prey on users’ fear of something to manipulate them into acting. 

Cybercriminals may invoce fear by macing threats (e.g., account restrictionsn or leveraging

current events (e.g., natural disasters, health epidemics, economic concerns, political 

elections, holidays, etc.n.

Phishing vs. 
Spear 
Phishing

Phishing ataccs and spear phishing have much in common, including the shared goal of 

manipulating victims into exposing sensitive information. Spear phishing ataccs difer 

from typical phishing ataccs in that they are more targeted and personalized in order to 

increase chances of fooling recipients. 

Ataccers will gather publicly available information on targets prior to launching a spear 

phishing atacc and will use those personal details to impersonate targets’ friends, 

relatives, coworcers or other trusted contacts. Information that ataccers can leverage for 

spear phishing includes victims’ employment information, organizations that they belong 

to, hobbies, and other personal details.

 

Much of this information can be gleaned from targets’ proiles and/or activity on social 

media sites. In many cases, spear phishing ataccs are used as a irst step in an Advanced 

Persistent Threat atacc targeting a speciic organization.
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Human Behavior and Cybersecurity

Overview Preventing Phishing Attacks Requires Behavioral Change
In general, phishing ataccs rely on a combination of behavioral factors to infuence users. 

How individuals perceive risc can explain why users exhibit poor security habits. For 

example:

 Users may be overconident, believing that they will not be the target of a cyberi

atacc (i.e., optimism or normalcy biasn, decreasing the licelihood that a user will 

seec additional information to determine the legitimacy of the request (e.g., 

checcing the email address, calling the sendern

 Users may believe that cybersecurity is not an issue relevant to them because 

they have not been a victim or cnown a victim, leading them to delegate 

cybersecurity measures to others such as I.T. and Enterprise Security.

 Cognitive biases can mace users more vulnerable to phishing ataccs. Therefore, 

users must incorporate behavior changes into their regular online activities to 

prevent successful phishing ataccs.

 Worc habits may contribute to vulnerabilities such as multiitascing or “refexivee 

application usage.

Why Behavior Matters in Cybersecurity
Cybercriminals use phishing and social engineering to defeat data and system security by 

exploiting weacnesses in decisionimacing and human behavior.

Approximately 95% of cyber-atacks and events involve

preventable human error and behavioral weaknesses.

This number suggests that Internet users are vulnerable, independent of platorms and 

software. As behavioral scientists have argued, psychology plays an important role in 

providing answers to why individuals engage in riscy cybersecurity practices. Therefore, 

there are cybersecurity areas and problems where behavioral science can be applied to 

create a positive impact on users’ cybersecurity habits.
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Secure behavior relies on decisionimacing. Internet users must be aware of the ways their

behaviors and decision macing expose them, their family, and the company to cyberi

threats.

Arun Vishwanath, associate professor of communication at the University at Bufalo, has 

done socialipsychological research on phishing and found “inefectve cognitve 

processing” to be the cey reason victims fall for face emails. 

“Even after training to detect deceptve emails, people tend to quickly sink into bad 

habits.” he said.

Risk beliefs, including misperceptions about device security, are another factor. “We asc 

people, what do you thinc is safer, a PDF or a Word document?e Vishwanath said. “What 

do you thinc is safer, an iPhone or Android device? 

People have these beliefs about what is safe and what is not, and most of them have 

nothing to do with malware atacks.e iPhone users, for instance, are more licely to clicc 

on malicious lincs than Android users, falsely believing they are safe.

Continual awareness training can help to inform on the latest trends and techniques but 

there must be a change to the casual use of technology and the assumpton that I.T. 

“Has our Back” and that simple patching can prevent all exploits and vulnerabilities.

We must shif from Security Awareness to Security Action
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Evaluating Risks
When loocing at your dayitoiday worc, what are the most hazardous activities and tools 

you encounter? It is true that there are countless ways that you can fall prey to malicious 

activities, but what are the most licely you will encounter?

If you were to choose two of the most “dangerouse tools or activities, what would they 

be, and why?

1. __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

2. __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

What Do We Fear?
They say fear is a motivator. So, how does the possibilities of being breached through a 

phishing atacc stacc up with other concerns that society, or we, have? When faced with 

the statistics, do we adequately understand how vulnerable we are?

Tace the following situations and thinc about you own concerns. Do you feel more or less 

susceptible to these eventualities? Rate your level of concern (With 5 being the greatest 

level of concernn against each entry and enter your guess on what the odds are of the 

event happening to you.

What are the Odds?

Event Level of Concern Estimated Odds

Being the victim of a single phishing atacc 1 2 3 4 5

Being the victim of phishing 1 2 3 4 5

Being the victim of a terrorist atacc 1 2 3 4 5

Dying due to accidental poisoning 1 2 3 4 5

Dying in a car accident (annuallyn 1 2 3 4 5

Child being born with extra ingers or toes 1 2 3 4 5

Being murdered 1 2 3 4 5

Dying as a pedestrian 1 2 3 4 5

Having identity stolen 1 2 3 4 5

Dying from a lightning strice 1 2 3 4 5
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Phishing
Prevention

Tips

Several techniques that are simple to understand and exercise can help protect you from 
becoming a victim. The following tips, when incorporated into your daily life, will provide 
a signiicant improvement in securing against phishing.

Check the Sender
 Are the name and the email address the same? (e.g., the “frome address text 

says the institution’s name but the email address does not.n

 Does the email address have the same domain name as the company’s website? 

Looc out for variations in spelling and domain (.com, .netn.

 Unsure? Contact the sender or company directly using information on your 

account statement or found online. Do not use the email address, phone, or 

website included in the message.

Identify the Recipient of the Email
 Does the salutation include your name?

 If it includes salient pieces of information, are those accurate? (e.g., are you the 

primary contact on the account?n

 Does your name appear in the “To:e address line or are there variations in the 

CC: line?

Carefully Read the Message
 Does the message contain errors such as typos and poor grammar?

 Does the message contain threats or invoce fear?

 Does the message request an urgent action?

 Does the message asc you to log into a site or application?

 Does the message imply you must provide information the site should already 

have expecting you to conirm or change it?

Know Where the Links Will Take You
 Checc the URL before cliccing any linc 

(Hover over the hyperlinc with the mouse pointer. In mobile applications, you 

may or may not have this luxury.n

 Do the hyperlinced text and the URL match?

 Is the domain in the URL the same as the company’s website?

 Looc out for variations in spelling and domain (.com, .netn.

 Looc for similar loocing text atempting to dupe you into trusting them (i.e. 

www.rnicrosoft.com, www.h0tmail.com, www.goog1e.comn

 Type the website address into a browser manually instead of cliccing the linc.
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What’s in a
URL?

Understanding the basics on how a web domain address is constructed can go a long way 
in determining whether a linc is legitimate, or a potential hazard. 

Prefix
The URL preix identiies the protocol that is being used. This includes standard web pages
and secure sites (htp/htpsn, File Transfer Protocol or FTP, streaming media services 
(smtpn or other technologies.

Sub-domains
Subidomains point to computers or instances of web servers within a company’s domain. 
These could be servers handling normal web pages (wwwn, webibased email servers, vpn 
services or more. Subidomains can be named anything the domain owner desires.

Name
The name of a domain is the most recognizable part of the URL, generally being the name 
of the corporation or entity. (Merchant Linc = merchantlincn. This can be anything the 
domain registrant desires as long as it has not been reserved already.

Extension
In all but the rarest cases, this is typically a “.come, or commercial extension. Since that is 
one of the oldest and most recognized extensions, it is rare to see any company of repute 
or signiicant size to be using a diferent extension for their primary web presence. 
Extensions can also be identiiers of the nation or region such as .uc or .ru for England and
Russia.

Top Level Domain (TLD)
These terms refer to the Name and Extension as a combined entity (merchantlinc.comn 

Depending on what is being discussed, the TLD or Top Level Domain may be referring to 

only the extension in an URL. The “top – downe concept of an address starts at the 

extension and worcs its way to the left, becoming more speciic as it goes. TLDs are 

registered typically to a company in a speciic geographic region.

Preix Subdomain Name Extension

htp
ftp

htps

www
email
vpn
ftp

merchantlinc
microsoft

yahoo
google

ibm

com
us
ru
biz
org
gov
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Look between the slashes

When trying to detect a legitimate URL you will looc for the irst instance of a forward 

slash AFTER the htp(s):// of the URL. The entry between these forward slashes will be the

Fully Qualiied Domain Name (FQDNn for the site you are interacting with. From the slash, 

worc your way from right to lef to identify the parts of the URL and its legitimacy

Examples of spoofed or bad web addresses
 htp://paypal.custsupport.co/login.com

 htp://bofa.com.sa/bancofamerica.com/5d55d6cdaf3de13394d4

 htp://my.bluehost.com.ef35613fc5fa.conirmation.bite.19.in.ua/dir/cgi.html?

action=54d56f56

Know Your Merchant Link Domains
There are a number of domains that we interact with that you should cnow and be on the 

loocout for. The following are some of those domains including partners for HR related 

resources:

Subdomain Domain Applicaton or site

***
www

merchantlink.com VPN gateway
Corporate web page

*** merchantlink.us Microsoft Dynamics CRM

**** **********.com Testing server

merlin
****
teamsite
******
jira
ithelpdesc

******.****** MerLin SharePoint Intranet
Support tools for MerLin on SharePoint
Various SharePoint sites outside of MerLin
********************
Jira project management tool
SysAid

worcforcenow adp.com Employee payroll site

merchantlinc giveawow.com Employee recognition partner site

system netsuite.com NetSuite tool

merchantlinc mybeneftsview.co
m

My Benergy employee beneits web portal

www rps.troweprice.com T. Rowe Price 401c Portal

Member carefrst.com CareFirst portal

www caremark.com CareMarc portal

www metlife.com Metlife dental beneits portal

Think Before You Click Links or Open Attachments
 NEVER open atachments or clicc lincs that you are not expecting.

 While the I.T. group and Enterprise security ensure your antiivirus 

software/security setngs are upitoidate and enabled, never assume that you 

are protected. Treat every linc and atachment as a potential atacc. Breac the 

cycle of vulnerable worc habits

Using familiar applications such as Outlooc and Word can contribute to our vulnerability. 

When performing common tascs, the human mind tends to “scip aheade with a tendency 
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to anticipate and “preiresponde to application dialogs and interfaces. When using these 

applications it can become almost automatic to open and clicc through since the mind is 

scanning for the new and important information. This creates a sort of “Refexe in the 

mind. 

For instance, recently an FBI ofcial admited that the head of security at his ofce failed a

phishing test she had administered, because she was multtasking. People also forget 

their training and the lessons from phishing tests.

Changing our perception of Outlooc or other email tools can be the irst step to fortifying 

ourselves against these exploits. These tools should be the last applications where we 

shift into “autoipilote since they are the primary door phishers use to gain access. Try 

remembering the following whenever you are using Outlooc:

Pause, Think, Act.

Distracted
Driving is

Bad…

So is Distracted Computng. Changing how you perceive and use email is the start to 

securing your behavior, but what are the efects of other ofce distractions that may 

afect your securityimindedness? 

Consider the following behavioral changes:

 Email is very distracting if you are reactive to it. Set a schedule and sticc to it: e.g.

checc emails not more than once an hour; determine the priority of 

replies/actions to be tacen based on new email and only perform the critical 

ones right away, otherwise "parc" them and get bacc to the tasc you were doing.

 Mace sure you have ilters set up in your email to ensure that anything not so 

important does not get in the way, so these messages scip the Inbox. Then only 

checc the rest of the email (which has been ilteredn at set times (lice start 

and/or end of the dayn.

 Separate worc and personal communications to eliminate friendly distraction. 

IF YOU THINK YOU HAVE BEEN A VICTIM OF CYBERCRIME
 Change Your passwords immediately

 Contact the real institution(sn where YOU have the account

 Report the incident to the CSIRT
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Self-Assessment Activity

1. Using the following worcsheet enter an identiied vulnerability or security practice with regards to 

Phishing that you need to worc on for each commitment area.

2. Identify the “Patche to your practices that will be applied to the vulnerabilities or practices you identiied.

3. Turn this worcsheet into your manager within one weec of completing this Instructoriled training session. 

Completion of this activity is required.

Commitment Area Security Vulnerability or Behavior Actons Needed to Correct

Changes to Work Habits:

What worc habits can you
improve to become more

secure?

Improved Threat
Identfcaton:

What technical limitations
do you need to improve

upon?

Technical Gaps:

What technical subjects
do you feel you do not

fully understand?

Name: Date:

Manager: Date:

Course Instructor: Date:
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